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C O N F E R E N C E

PLAN TO ATTEND THE LARGEST
LEAN EVENT IN CANADA

36 PRESENTATIONS | 18 TOURS
15 WORKSHOPS | 7 KEYNOTES
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EMBR ACING E XC E LLE N C E .CA

Be part of this unique opportunity to learn from LEAN
“practitioners
and business leaders from across North America
as they share the successes, challenges and lessons learned
from the application of LEAN thinking in manufacturing, public
and service sector organizations.
Ian Marshall – Conference Chair

”
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Plan to attend the
largest LEAN event in
Canada in 2018. Join
1000 leaders, managers
and LEAN practitioners at
the RBC Convention Centre
Winnipeg to explore LEAN
thinking, share enterprise
excellence and learn LEAN
best practices.

Our vision is to provide
conference attendees with a
first-rate learning experience
that will show them how
embracing excellence and
engaging people in continuous
improvement benefits
customers, employees and
stakeholders alike.

WELCOME
PARTNERS!

36

PRACTITIONER PRESENTATIONS
IN FOUR VALUE STREAMS

LEADERSHIP | Implementing and sustaining LEAN enterprises requires
dedicated and passionate leaders who are able to create vision and
strategy and engage and empower their people. Hear examples from
different organizations in a variety of sections on how strong leadership
led to successful LEAN enterprise transformation.
PEOPLE | Engaging your people requires effective leadership,
coaching and communication. By providing the best training, resources
and development opportunities, leaders create a work culture where
people become highly-motivated team members. Hear how to create an
environment in which team members find fulfillment and inspiration as
engaged participants in their organization’s drive for excellence.
DAILY IMPROVEMENT | Through daily improvement linked to
business strategy, organizations leverage a variety of LEAN concepts
and tools, such as strategy deployment, visual management and leader
standard work. Learn how to gain the involvement of every team member,
through systematic daily improvement to ensure that the desired future
state becomes a reality.
RESULTS | Improved operational performance is the end goal of LEAN
transformation. Learn from real-life success stories of how organizations
have improved operational performance through Kaizen. Examples from
across the enterprise in a variety of manufacturing and service sector
organizations, will highlight how employee engagement and applying
LEAN thinking led to real bottom-line results.

36

PRESENTATIONS

Tuesday through Thursday focuses on 36 practitioner-to-practitioner
presentations organized in to four value streams. Here are nine that
you will be able to choose from:

Manitoba Housing

ImagineAbility

POS Bio-Sciences

LEAN
transformation in
the public sector
is not easy.
Hear about the
lessons learned
from the initial
stages of LEAN transformation
at Manitoba Housing and the
importance of a conceptual
model that was crucial for senior
leadership to follow. Learn about
the importance of the leaders’ role
and the tendency for the leader to
be the obstacle to success!

ImagineAbility
is a non-profit
day service
organization that
provides a work
environment, job
and recreational
opportunities for people living
with an intellectual disability.
ImagineAbility believes all individual
should be able to realize their
potential. Hear how ImagineAbility
engages and empowers their
people in coming up with
suggestions to improve processes
and better serve the customer.

Sports teams
huddle prior to
the big game they amp up
the team’s
enthusiasm,
review the game
plan and set their sights on the
ultimate GOAL of winning. Learn
how POS Bio-Sciences uses
huddles for the same purpose;
how they run a standardized,
efficient huddle that meets the
GOAL of improving health and
safety, quality and production in all
areas of the company.

Barry-Wehmiller

Seattle Children’s
Hospital

Systems Control
Systems Control
designs and
manufactures
the most trusted
protective relay
and control
panels available.
Hear how a LEAN management
system involving leader standard
work, daily management and
practical problem solving helped
Systems Control move to a higher
level of sustained improvement.

Intermountain
Healthcare
One of the
challenges in
healthcare is
to ensure that
front-line team
members are
engaged in
continuous improvement. Hear
how the Intermountain Continuous
Improvement Method provides the
processes, tools and environment
where physicians help identify
problems, participate in problem
solving and drive standards to
improve clinical outcomes, patient
satisfaction and flow.

Barry-Wehmiller
is a global
supplier of
packaging
technology
and services
to a wide
range of industries. Hear how
Barry-Wehmiller overcame one
of the major hurdles on the LEAN
journey and has Accounting and
Operations working closer together
through simple metrics and “plain
English” financial reporting.

Ingersoll Rand
Visual
management
in the office
setting can
easily turn into
daily reporting
instead of daily
improvement. Learn how Ingersoll
Rand is achieving results through
visual management of their
people processes and how LEAN
principles can be applied and
have huge impact in a functional
HR environment.

The Seattle
Children’s
Hospital was one
of the pioneers
of LEAN in
healthcare. Hear
about the lessons
learned over the past 18 years;
coping with senior leadership
changes, adjusting to changing
business environments, engaging
employees and integrating different
Quality Improvement initiatives.

Assiniboine
Credit Union
LEAN values are co-operative
values too!
Learn about a
ground up LEAN
implementation
within a nonmanufacturing
environment.
Learn how LEAN is being used to
transform workplace culture within
a large Manitoba-based Credit
Union and how Kaizens are driving
improved member and employee
experiences.

18

PLANT TOURS

Monday through Wednesday, choose from 18 best practice
tours of local manufacturers and service organizations to
see hands-on application of LEAN:

Duha Group

St. Boniface Hospital

On this Cultural Engagement
Tour you will hear about the Duha
Operating System, see successful
LEAN initiatives and learn about the
four key steps that the Duha Group
experienced on their Journey to
LEAN; Passport to World Excellence
System; 5 minute Daily Huddle System; Turbo Kaizen
System and Organization Balancing.

The St. Boniface Hospital is a
Catholic teaching facility founded
in 1871 by the Sisters of Charity
of Montreal. On this tour you will
learn about Operational Excellence
at the St. Boniface Hospital and
its pursuit of measurably better
value for patients. You will see the daily management
system and strategy deployment system used to drive
towards ‘perfect patient care’.

MCI
Motor Coach Industries is the
number one supplier of tour, charter
and line hail coaches in North
America. On this tour you will see
how Kaizen is making employees
lives easier and safer. It will include
a tour of the Assembly line and the
Laser / Welding areas, highlighting kitting and one
piece flow.

Loewen
In 2005 Loewen embarked on a
large scale redesign of its 600,000
sq ft door and window fabrication
and assembly operations in
Steinbach, Manitoba, into LEAN
business units. On this tour you will
see the results of the redesign and
hear about the tools used to achieve a cultural shift
and an increase in productivity of over 30 per cent.

Magellan Aerospace
Magellan Aerospace is a global
aerospace company that provides
complex assemblies and systems
solutions to aircraft and engine
manufacturers worldwide. On this
tour you will learn about Quality
Clinics, a structured approach that
uses cross-functional teams, brainstorming, root
cause analysis, cost-benefit analysis and action
tracking to thoroughly and efficiently solve problems.

MacDon
MacDon Industries is a family-owned
and Canadian-based manufacturer
of harvesting equipment for markets
worldwide. On this tour you will
see a factory in transition towards
LEAN operations. You will hear how
Component Operations output is
matched to Assembly Operations needs and how the
Assembly Lines are balanced to flow.
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15

WORKSHOPS

Here are six of the 15 Monday pre-conference workshops* given by
proven LEAN experts that deliver leading edge methods and tools to
drive operational excellence throughout the organization:

The 3P Experience

Radical Improvement, Real Results
The 3P (Production, Preparation, Process) method
allows cross-functional teams to conceptualize,
develop, validate, and deploy radical improvement
in product and process design. In contrast to
incremental “kaizen” efforts, 3P starts from a clean
slate. This workshop will provide an overview of the
3P method that can be applied in all areas of the
company and drive huge competitive advantage.

People-Centric Leadership 101
Fundamentals of People-Centric Leadership
According to Gallup polls, only 30 per cent of the
workforce is engaged, costing billions of dollars in lost
productivity every year. Most recognize the value of
inspired and engaged teams, but how do you achieve
it? This workshop will provide organizations with a
comprehensive overview of people-centric leadership
and the essential behaviors required to build a people
centric culture.
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Facilitation Skills

A3 Practical Problem Solving

Essential Skills for Effective Team Facilitation
To be an effective LEAN leader you have to know
how to work with teams and help them reach their
full potential. With facilitation skills, you will be able
to identify and eliminate obstacles and enable your
team to grow and to accomplish its mission. Through
discussion and case study application, this workshop
will help you learn and experience the essential skills
for effective team facilitation.

Deploying Problem Solving Throughout
Your Organization
Structured and methodical practical problem solving,
grounded in the scientific method (PDCA), provides
the foundation for LEAN. In this workshop, learn the
seven step problem solving method underlying A3
summaries and a strategy for deploying practical
problem solving throughout the organization.

Training Within Industry (TWI)
The Missing Link to LEAN
In this workshop, learn about the TWI method of
training and how it contributes to the creation of a
positive, collaborative work environment. Hear how
operators can be trained to do a job safely, correctly
and conscientiously in a quick time frame and why
TWI has been the cornerstone for standardized work
and continuous improvement at Toyota since 1951.

LEAN Inbound Logistics
Streamlining Material Processes
LEAN inbound logistics improves the flow of materials
and lowers overall costs while ultimately providing
better quality service to customers. In this workshop,
learn how to apply LEAN principles to all aspects of
inbound logistics, how to balance inventory costs
with transportation costs and design a better logistics
network.

7

KEYNOTE SPEAKERS

Tuesday through Thursday, attendees will experience seven
keynote presentations from highly acclaimed industry leaders,
LEAN gurus and motivational speakers. Here are four:

“Perfection is not attainable. But if we chase perfection, we can catch excellence.”
– Vince Lombardi
Mike Rother

Billy Taylor

Bestselling author of
Toyota Kata and Learning to See
Mike Rother is an engineer, researcher,
and teacher who authored the
bestselling books Toyota Kata and
Learning to See. His newest books
are Toyota Kata Culture (Spring
2017) and the Toyota Kata Practice Guide (Fall 2017).
Mike works to develop scientific thinking in individuals,
teams and organizations. In his talk, Mike will share and
discuss the research findings behind his newly released
books.

The Goodyear Tire
& Rubber Company
Billy Taylor leads the Goodyear Tire
& Rubber Company North American
Tire operations and is responsible for
engineering, supply chain execution
and the drive for operational
excellence. With experience in all areas of operations
management and leadership, Billy has a track record
of building high performance self-sustaining teams
through employee engagement and empowerment.
In his talk, Billy will share his passion that centers on
‘People First’.

Jim Lancaster
CEO of Lantech and author of the
Work of Management
Lantech was one of the first
companies outside of Toyota and
its suppliers to truly embrace the
principles of the Toyota Production
System. For years it enjoyed
success after success as it converted operations from
batch to flow production. In this candid presentation,
Jim will share lessons learned and vividly describe
the rise, fall, and rise again of Lantech’s continuous
improvement effort.

Paul Akers
President of FastCap and author
of 2 Second Lean
Hear how entrepreneur and LEAN
maniac Paul Akers has taken his
manufacturing business from the
garage to worldwide distribution
by pursuing one goal —serve the
customer by improving every day; with one ground
rule—keep LEAN simple. With a product catalog of
over 600 woodworking tools and 2,400 distributors
in 40 countries, Paul credits the astounding business
growth to a fun, dynamic culture in which each
employee puts into practice at least one two-second
improvement per day.

This is just a sampling of the full conference line-up –
visit EmbracingExcellence.ca for more!
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FIVE KEY BENEFITS

1

PRACTITIONER-TO-PRACTITIONER
SHARING AND LEARNING.

2

A QUALITY AND ACCELERATED
LEARNING EXPERIENCE.

3

PROVEN, PRACTICAL SOLUTIONS
ATTENDEES CAN BORROW WITH PRIDE.

4

A TRUSTED SOURCE OF
LEAN INFORMATION.

5

NETWORKING AROUND
LEAN BEST PRACTICES.
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REGISTER NOW AT

EMBRACINGEXCELLENCE.CA
REGISTRATION PRICE

$1,395 CME member | $1,595 Non-member (CDN + GST)

REGISTER BEFORE January 31, 2018 and SAVE 30%
$975 CME member | $1,115 Non-Member + GST
Register six or more from the same company and
SAVE AN ADDITIONAL 10%

REGISTER
EARLY
SAVE BIG

All registrations are transferable by the day. Up to four individuals can attend
the conference on one registration, each individual attending on a different
day, Monday through Thursday - all for as little as $175 per person per day!
PRE-CONFERENCE WORKSHOP REGISTRATION FEE*:
Conference Attendees: Full Day: $295 | Half Day: $145
Non-Delegates (open to public): Full Day $445 | Half Day: $245
Note: Pre-conference workshops are not included in the conference
registration fee.

For information regarding registration, sponsorship opportunities and exhibit space
at the conference, contact Geri Clincke at Geri.clincke@cme-mec.ca or 204.500.3343

67B SCURFIELD BLVD., WINNIPEG, MB R3Y 1G4
204.949.1454 | MB.INFO@CME-MEC.CA

